The perceived pitch of iterated rippled noise (IRN) with negative gain (IRNn) is an octave lower than that of IRN with positive gain (IRNp). IRNp and IRNn have identical waveform envelopes (ENV), but differing stimulus waveform fine structure (TFS), which likely accounts for this perceived pitch difference. Here, we examine whether differences in the temporal pattern of phase-locked activity reflected in the human brainstem Frequency Following Response (FFR) elicited by IRNp and IRNn can account for the differences in perceived pitch for the two stimuli. FFRs using a single onset polarity were measured in 13 normalhearing, adult listeners in response to IRNp and IRNn stimuli with 2 ms, and 4 ms delay. Autocorrelation functions (ACFs) and Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) were used to evaluate the dominant periodicity and spectral pattern (harmonic spacing) in the phase-locked FFR neural activity. For both delays, the harmonic spacing in the spectra corresponded more strongly with the perceived lowering of pitch from IRNp to IRNn, compared to the ACFs. These results suggest that the FFR elicited by a single polarity stimulus reflects phase-locking to both stimulus ENV and TFS. A post-hoc experiment evaluating the FFR phase-locked activity to ENV (FFR ENV ), and TFS (FFR TFS ) elicited by IRNp and IRNn confirmed that only the phase-locked activity to the TFS, reflected in FFR TFS , showed differences in both spectra and ACF that closely matched the pitch difference between the two stimuli. The results of the post-hoc experiment suggests that pitch-relevant information is preserved in the temporal pattern of phase-locked activity and suggests that the differences in stimulus ENV and TFS driving the pitch percept of IRNp and IRNn are preserved in the brainstem neural response. The scalp recorded FFR may provide for a noninvasive analytic tool to evaluate the relative contributions of envelope and temporal fine-structure in the neural representation of complex sounds in humans.
Introduction
Pitch is a robust perceptual attribute that plays an important role in the perception of speech, language, music and in the segregation of concurrent sounds. Most periodic complex sounds produce a low pitch percept associated with their fundamental frequency (F0), sometimes referred to as periodicity pitch (De Boer, 1976; Evans, 1978; Moore, 1989) . Energy may or may not be present at the F0. Studies evaluating neural encoding of the pitch of harmonic complex tones in the auditory nerve (AN) and cochlear nucleus (CN) have shown that pitch cues are available in both the temporal patterns of neural activity (phase locking) and in the spatial distribution of activity along the tonotopic axis. Most studies have focused on temporal encoding schemes because they provide a unified and parsimonious way of explaining a diverse range of pitch phenomena (Cariani and Delgutte, 1996a; Meddis & O'Mard, 1997) . The temporal models are based solely on pooling the timing information available in the inter-spike intervals represented in the simulated (Meddis & O'Mard, 1997) or actual (Evans, 1938; Shofner, 1991; Rhode, 1995; Cariani and Delgutte, 1996a; Cedolin and Delgutte, 2005; Larsen et al., 2008) neural activity across nerve fibers without regard to the frequency-toplace mapping. These periodicity cues can be extracted by an autocorrelation-like mechanism (Licklider, 1951; Meddis and Hewitt, 1991; Yost, 1996) , which is equivalent to an all-order inter-spike interval distribution for neural spike trains. While this interval-based representation can predict the pitch of both resolved and unresolved harmonics (Meddis and Hewitt, 1991; Cariani and Delgutte, 1996a; Cedolin and Delgutte, 2005) , they do not clearly capture the stronger pitch salience for resolved harmonics (Bernstein and Oxenham, 2005) . Thus, neural phase locking related to fundamental frequency (F0) may play a dominant role in the encoding of the low pitch associated with complex sounds.
The periodic complex stimuli (amplitude modulated tones, complex tones, synthetic vowels) commonly used to evaluate temporal representation of pitch relevant information in the auditory nerve (Javel, 1980; Joris and Yin, 1992; Wang and Sachs, 1993; Cariani and Delgutte, 1996a; Cedolin and Delgutte, 2005) and cochlear nucleus (Kim et al., 1986; Greenberg and Rhode, 1987; Kim and Leonard, 1988; Frisina et al., 1990a; Kim et al., 1990; Palmer and Winter 1992; Rhode and Greenberg, 1994; Wang and Sachs, 1994; Rhode, 1995; Zhao and Liang, 1995; Keilson et al., 1997; Rhode, 1998) characteristically contain strong envelope modulation. In several of these studies, onset and chopper neurons in the cochlear nucleus have shown a stronger synchronization to the fundamental frequency compared to the primary-like neurons in the auditory nerve and cochlear nucleus (Frisina et al., 1990a; Keilson et al., 1997; Rhode, 1998; Rhode and Greenberg, 1994; Wang and Sachs, 1994) . It is not clear if this means that primary-like neurons do not play a major role in the temporal encoding of pitchrelated information in the cochlear nucleus or that the enhanced synchronization of chopper and onset neurons may simply reflect strong temporal responses to highly modulated stimulus envelopes and not pitch specifically.
The relative roles of waveform envelope (ENV) and waveform temporal fine structure (TFS) in the temporal encoding of stimulus features relevant to pitch have been evaluated in the cochlear nucleus using iterated rippled noise (IRN) with positive (IRNp) and negative (IRNn) gain (Shofner, 1991 (Shofner, , 1999 Neuert et al., 2005; Verhey and Winter 2006; Sayles and Winter 2007) . IRN is generated using wideband noise (WBN) that is delayed, attenuated, and then added/subtracted to the original WBN noise in an iterative manner. Unlike other pitch producing periodic complex sounds, IRN stimuli do not have highly modulated envelopes but impart a temporal regularity in the temporal fine structure. The autocorrelation functions (ACF) for IRNp and IRNn are identical for waveform ENV (peak at time lag corresponding to the delay [d ms]) but different for the TFS (Shofner, 1991 (Shofner, , 1999 Neuert et al., 2005) . That is, for the TFS, the ACF of IRNp shows a peak at time lag corresponding to the delay (d), and the ACF of IRNn shows a peak at twice the delay (2*d). The pitch of IRNp corresponds to the reciprocal of the delay (d) (Bilsen and Ritsma, 1970; Yost, 1996; Sayles and Winter 2008) and for IRNn, pitch corresponds to 1/(2*d) Hz (Yost, 1996; Shofner, 1999) . Shofner (1999) , based on autocorrelation analysis, showed synchronous responses in the CN for both primary-like and chopper unit types. However, comparison of the neural autocorrelograms in response to IRNp and IRNn indicated that the temporal discharge of primary-like units reflected the stimulus waveform fine structure (TFS), whereas the temporal discharge patterns of chopper units reflected the stimulus envelope (ENV). Based on these results, Shofner (1999) concluded that the primary-like neurons are more likely to preserve temporal information relevant to pitch. These findings have been corroborated by both Verhey and Winter (2006) , and Sayles and Winter (2007) , but these authors also indicate that this differential sensitivity to ENV and TFS may also be dependent on the characteristic frequency of the unit. It is unclear if this differential sensitivity to ENV and TFS in response to differences in pitch produced by IRNp and IRNn stimuli is preserved in the temporal pattern of ensemble phase-locked neural activity at more rostral levels in the brainstem as reflected in the human Frequency Following Response (FFR).
FFRs reflect sustained phase-locked activity in a population of neural elements primarily within the rostral brainstem for stimulus frequencies above about 100 Hz (Bidelman, 2018; Chandrasekaran and Kraus, 2010; Krishnan, 2007) . Auditory cortex likely contributes to the neural phase-locked activity below 100e150 Hz (Coffey et al., 2017) . There is also some evidence that shorter latency components from more caudal structures (auditory nerve and cochlear nucleus) could also contribute to the scalp recorded FFR (Bidelman, 2018; Sohmer et al., 1977 . Pitch-relevant information preserved in the FFR is strongly correlated with perceptual pitch measures (Bidelman and Krishnan, 2011; Krishnan and Plack, 2011; Krishnan et al., 2010a; Parbery-Clark et al., 2009a; . Robust FFRs preserving pitch-relevant information have been recorded using IRN stimuli with both constant, and dynamic pitch (Krishnan, Gandour & Suresh, 2017a; Krishnan et al., 2016; Krishnan, Gandour & Bidelman, 2012a , 2012b Krishnan, Gandour & Bidelman, 2010a; Krishnan, Swaminathan & Gandour, 2009a; Krishnan, Gandour, Bidelman & Swaminathan, 2009b; Swaminathan, Krishnan & Gandour, 2008b) . We examine here whether the differences in the temporal pattern of phase-locked activity reflected in the human FFR can account for the differences in pitch between IRNp and IRNn. If FFRs simply reflect neural phase-locking to the waveform envelope and not pitch per se, then the FFRs to both IRNp and IRNn should be nearly identical. On the other hand, if the temporal pattern of activity reflected in the FFR is different for these stimuli-that is, align with the TFS of IRNp, and IRNn, it would support the view that the temporal pattern of FFR neural activity phase-locked to the TFS does indeed contain temporal information relevant to pitch. It would also suggest that the temporal information relevant to pitch available at the level of the CN is also preserved in the temporal pattern of neural activity at the level of the inferior colliculusdthe presumed generator site for the FFR.
Methods

Participants
Thirteen adults (3 male, 10 female) ranging in age from 21 to 35 years (M ¼ 23.8, SD ¼ 1.8) participated in the original FFR experiment. Only five of the subjects from this FFR experiment participated in a pitch matching experiment because the remaining eight were no longer available to participate. In addition, six female subjects ranging in age from 21 to 24 participated in a post-hoc FFR experiment that was planned after the initial experiment to further evaluate the differences in phase-locking to the envelope and the TFS. All participants exhibited normal hearing sensitivity (better than 15 dB HL in both ears) at octave frequencies between 250 and 8000 Hz. All participants were students (enrolled at Purdue University) who were paid for their participation and gave informed consent in compliance with a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board of Purdue University.
Stimuli
IRN stimuli with constant pitch were created by delaying (d) Gaussian noise (80e4000 Hz), attenuating, and adding or subtracting it to the original filtered noise through positive feedback in a recursive manner (Swaminathan et al., 2008a (Swaminathan et al., , 2008b Yost, 1996) . Four IRN stimuli were created using delays (d) of 2 ms, and 4 ms, with the gain set to either positive (g ¼ 1) or negative (g ¼ À1) for each delay. The iteration step (n) was set to 32. Thus, two IRNp and two IRNn stimuli were created.
Waveforms (panel A), autocorrelation functions (panel B) and spectra (panel C) for stimulus waveform (left panels) and Hilbert transform extracted stimulus envelope (right panels) for the 2 ms delay in Fig. 1 , and for the 4 ms delay in Fig. 2 Fig. 2 ), while the waveform segments do not show exact temporal overlap, both IRNp and IRNn show identical ACF peaks, and spectral patterns for each delay. That is, for the 2 ms delay stimuli, the first ACF peak is observed at 2 ms, and spectral peaks are at F0 (500 Hz) and its integer multiples (Fig. 1) for both IRNp and IRNn. Similarly, for the 4 ms delay stimuli (Fig. 2) , the first ACF peak corresponds to the period of a 250 Hz F0, and spectral peaks at F0 (250 Hz) and its integer multiples for both IRNp and IRNn.
For the stimulus waveforms, as expected, the ACF peaks for the two IRNp stimuli correspond to their 2 ms, and 4 ms periodicity (blue traces, panel B, left, Figs. 1 and 2 ). For both IRNp stimuli, spectral peaks (blue traces in panel C, left, Figs. 1 and 2) are observed at F0 (500 Hz for the 2 ms delay stimulus, and 250 Hz for the 4 ms delay stimulus) and at integer multiples of the fundamental. In contrast, the ACFs for the two IRNn stimuli (red traces, panel B, left, Figs. 1 and 2) shows an initial negative peak with the first positive peaks observed at delays of 4, and 8 ms, respectively. Also, for both IRNn stimuli (red spectral traces in panel C, left, Figs. 1 and 2), F0 is shifted down by an octave (250 Hz for the 2 ms delay stimulus, and 125 Hz for the 4 ms delay stimulus) with additional peaks occurring at 500 Hz, and 250 Hz intervals, respectively. The perceived pitch of the two IRNp stimuli corresponds to 1/d (500 Hz, and 250 Hz), whereas the pitch of IRNn corresponds to 1/2d (250 Hz, and 125 Hz). All stimuli were 200 ms in duration including the 10 ms cos 2 ramps.
FFR data acquisition
FFR data acquisition protocol was similar to previous reports from our laboratory (Krishnan and Plack, 2011; Bidelman and Krishnan, 2010; Krishnan et al., 2009a Krishnan et al., , 2009b . Participants reclined comfortably in an acoustically and electrically shielded booth. They were instructed to relax and refrain from extraneous body movement to minimize myogenic artifacts. Subjects were allowed to sleep through the duration of the FFR experiment. Stimuli were presented to the right ear at 80 dB SPL through a magnetically shielded insert earphone (Etymotic ER-3A). Each stimulus was presented using rarefaction onset polarity and a repetition rate of 3.13/s. The presentation order of the stimuli was randomized both within and across participants. Control of the experimental protocol was accomplished by a signal generation and data acquisition system (Tucker-Davis Technologies, System III) using a sampling rate of 24,414 Hz for the original experiment, and (Intelligent Hearing Systems, SmartEP module) using a sampling rate of 25000 Hz for the follow-up experiment.
FFRs were recorded differentially between a non-inverting (þ) electrode placed on the midline of the forehead at the hairline and inverting (À) electrodes placed on (i) the right mastoid (A2); (ii) the left mastoid (A1); and (iii) the 7th cervical vertebra (C7). Another electrode placed on the mid-forehead (Fpz) served as the common ground. FFRs were recorded simultaneously from the three different electrode configurations, and subsequently averaged for each stimulus condition to yield a response with a higher signal-to-noise ratio (Krishnan and Plack, 2011; Krishnan et al., 2010a Krishnan et al., , 2010b 2010c; Krishnan et al., 2009a Krishnan et al., , 2009b . All inter-electrode impedances were maintained below 1 kU. The raw EEG inputs were amplified by 200,000 and band-pass filtered from 75 to 1500 Hz (6 dB/octave roll-off, RC response characteristics). Sweeps containing activity exceeding 30 mV were rejected as artifacts. Each response waveform represents the average of 3000 artifact free trials over a 220 ms acquisition window. The experimental protocol took about 100 min to complete.
Post-Hoc evaluation of phase-locking to stimulus envelope (FFRENV) and stimulus waveform fine structure (FFRTFS)
The FFRs elicited using a single onset polarity in our original experiment contains phase-locked neural activity to both the stimulus envelope and waveform fine structure. The overlap of phase-locking to ENV and TFS in the FFR makes it difficult to clearly isolate phase-locking to envelope from phase-locking to TFS across stimuli. In an effort to optimally evaluate the phase-locked activity to ENV and TFS separately (and to validate our inference that the FFR in the original experiment reflects a combination of phaselocking to both envelope and TFS), a follow-up experiment was performed using essentially identical stimuli and recording conditions but using an alternating onset polarity, and binaural stimulation to extract phase-locked activity to the envelope (FFR ENV ¼ addition of responses to each polarity) and to the TFS (FFR TFS ¼ subtraction of responses to each polarity).
Behavioral experiment
The FFRs collected to the different IRN stimuli were also supplemented by a behavioral pitch matching task to determine if the pattern of neural activity reflected in the FFR correlated with the perceived pitch of each stimulus. The perceptual task required listeners to match each of the four IRN stimuli used in the electrophysiological experiment to one of three comparison pure tones (125 Hz, 250 Hz, and 500 Hz) that corresponded to the F0 of the four IRN stimuli. Five listeners from the group of subjects who participated in the original FFR study took part in the behavioral experiment. Listeners heard a comparison pure tone and were instructed to select the IRN stimulus that best matched the pitch of the pure tone via a custom GUI coded in MATLAB (The MathWorks). The three comparison pure tones chosen were 125 Hz, 250 Hz or 500 Hz, corresponding to the estimated F0 of the four IRN stimuli. Stimuli were presented monaurally to the right ear at an overall level of 70 dB SPL through circumaural headphones (Sennheiser HD 580). The comparisons were tested in a random order for each participant. The behavioral experiment was conducted after the FFR experiment. Participants were allowed to replay each stimulus as many times as needed if they required more than one trial before making a selection.
FFR data analysis 2.6.1. Time domain analysis
Short-term autocorrelation functions (ACF) were computed from the averaged FFRs derived from each participant and for each stimulus to determine the dominant periodicity in the FFR (Swaminathan et al., 2008a (Swaminathan et al., , 2008b Krishnan et al., 2009a Krishnan et al., , 2009b Krishnan and Plack, 2011) . The ACF is equivalent to an all-order inter-spike interval histogram (ISIH) and represents the dominant pitch periodicities present in the neural response (Cariani and Delgutte, 1996a; . From each FFR, the temporal lag (in msec) of the first prominent peak in the ACF away from time-lag zero was identified as the dominant periodicity of interest (Krishnan et al., 2005; Krishnan and Plack, 2011) . Since the first two ACF peaks of the FFR elicited by IRNn stimuli for both delays are different in magnitude, the ACF peak 1 (P1) to Peak 2 (P2) ratio (Krishnan and Plack, 2011) was used to determine the dominant periodicity in the FFR. Krishnan and Plack (2011) reasoned that if the ACF peak associated with the longer delay (P2) was dominant then it would yield a relatively smaller ratio (as is the case in our ACF data for IRNn stimuli for both delays) compared to when the ACF peak associated with the first peak (P1 was either dominant or equal to P2).
Frequency domain analysis
Spectral analyses (estimate of power spectral density using Welch's method using the default settings in Matlab) were also performed on the FFRs from individual subjects to first determine the spectral components in the response. For the 2 ms delay stimuli three clear spectral peaks (at 500, 1000, and 1500 Hz) were present for the IRNp stimulus and five clearly discernible peaks (at 250, 500, 750, 1000, and 1250 Hz) for the IRNn stimulus. For the 4 ms delay stimuli five clear spectral peaks (at 250, 500,750, 1000, and 1250 Hz) were present for the IRNp stimulus and seven clear peaks (at 125, 250, 375, 500, 625, 750 , and 1000 Hz) for the IRNn stimulus. To assess if changes in the spectral pattern of the FFR corresponded with pitch changes produced by stimuli used in the study, the frequency spacing between these consecutive spectral peaks for each stimulus and for each subject was measured. Subsequently, the mean harmonic spacing for each stimulus was obtained. With the exception of the harmonic spacing analysis, similar analyses were repeated for the FFR ENV and FFR SPEC waveforms obtained in the follow-up study. All data analyses were performed in custom routines coded in MATLAB ® 7.9 (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA).
Statistical analyses
The ACF P1/P2 ratio was analyzed using a one-way ANOVA with subjects as random factor and stimulus condition (IRNp: 4 ms; IRNn: 4 ms; IRNp: 2 ms; IRNn: 2 ms) as within subject factors to assess if the dominant periodicity was different across stimulus conditions. In addition, a separate one-way repeated measure analysis of variance (RM ANOVA) was conducted to evaluate the effects of varying IRN delay (i.e. 2 ms and 4 ms) and gain (i.e. IRNp or IRNn) on the mean harmonic spacing measured in the spectral brainstem neural response.
Results
Original FFR experiment
3.1.1. Grand average response waveforms, autocorrelation functions, and spectra Grand averaged FFR waveform segments (panel A), ACFs (Panel B) and spectra (Panel C) for IRNp (blue traces) and IRNn (red traces) stimuli for the 2 ms delay (left panels) and 4 ms delay (right panels) conditions are shown in Fig. 3 . For both delay conditions, waveform data show clear phase-locking to the appropriate temporal regularity for FFRs elicited by both IRNp and IRNn stimuli. As expected, the grand averaged FFR ACF peak for IRNp corresponded to the 2 ms, and 4 ms envelope periodicity in the stimulus matching their pitch of 500 Hz and 250 Hz, respectively (blue traces). In contrast, the FFR ACF first peak (P1) for the 2 ms delay IRNn stimulus showed a very small first deflection at 2 ms (period of 500 Hz) and clear larger peaks at 4 (P2), 8, 12, and 16 ms matching a pitch of 250 Hz (red trace). In contrast, both IRNp and IRNn showed clear peaks at 4, 8, 12, and 16 ms consistent with the 4 ms period. However, the second (P2) and fourth peak for IRNn were relatively larger than peaks one (P1) and three suggesting the dominance of the 4 ms periodicity. It should be noted here that the FFRs to our single onset polarity stimuli contain neural phase-locking to both ENV and TFS components. Thus, the shift in the dominance from ACF P1 to ACF P2 for both (2 ms and 4 ms delay) IRNn stimuli, is more consistent with neural pattern of activity to the TFS peak since the envelope ACFs for IRNp and IRNn would be the same.
The grand average of individual spectral data is shown in Fig. 3 for the 2 ms (Panel C, left) and 4 ms delay (Panel C, right) conditions. For both delays, spectral data for the IRNp and IRNn are overlaid for comparison. The FFR spectrum for each IRNp stimulus is characterized by robust peaks at their respective fundamental frequencies (500 Hz, and 250 Hz) and smaller magnitude peaks at integer multiples for the 2 ms delay stimulus (1000 Hz and 1500 Hz), and for the 4 ms delay stimulus (500, 750, 1000, 1250 and 1500 Hz). This harmonic spacing is consistent with a pitch of 500 Hz, and 250 Hz. In contrast, the FFR spectrum for each IRNn stimulus showed a spectral pattern characterized by an initial peak at 250 Hz, and 125 Hz for the 2 ms and 4 ms delay stimuli, respectively. Subsequent peaks in spectra occurred with 250 Hz spacing (250, 500, 750, 1000, 120, and 1500 Hz) for the 2 ms delay stimulus, and 125 Hz spacing (250, 375, 500, 625, 750, 875, 1000, 1125, 1250, 1375 , and 1500 Hz) for the 4 ms delay stimulus. For both stimuli, the peaks were more robust for the lower harmonics. The observed FFR harmonic spacing for the IRNn (compared to IRNp) is consistent with the one octave lowering of pitch. Based on the spectral pattern observed for the IRNn stimuli, it is likely that the FFR elicited by a single polarity stimulus contains components that reflect phase-locking to both envelope and TFS, thus the observed spacing of 250 and 125 Hz. Collectively, these results suggest that the temporal pattern of phase-locked activity reflected in the FFR elicited by a single polarity stimulus contain ENV and TFS information that combine to represent pitch.
Time domain analysis: autocorrelation function P1/P2 ratio
To further quantify the differences in the ACF magnitude across stimuli, particularly IRNn stimuli, ACF P1and P2 amplitudes were compared using the P1/P2 ratio. The mean ACF P1/P2 ratio plotted across the stimulus conditions in Fig. 4 shows larger positive ratios for both IRNp 2 ms and 4 ms stimuli that are essentially identical (blue bars), and smaller or negative ratios for IRNn stimuli (red bars). ANOVA results revealed a significant main effect of stimulus condition on the mean ACF P1/P2 ratio [ F (3,48) ¼ 57.67, p < 0.0001]. Bonferroni-adjusted planned multiple comparisons indicated no significant difference in ACF P1/P2 ratio between both IRNp stimuli. Significant differences in ACF P1/P2 ratio were observed between IRNp and IRNn responses for both delays. These results suggest that the dominant periodicity reflected in the ACF shifts from P1 for IRNp stimuli to P2 for IRNn stimuli suggesting that temporal pattern of phase-locked neural activity relevant to pitch change is preserved in the FFR to single polarity stimuli. It is likely that both envelope and TFS phase locking relevant to pitch change is reflected in these results.
Frequency domain analysis: harmonic spacing
In an effort to determine the harmonic pattern of the spectral data, the mean harmonic spacing between the spectral peaks was measured using the FFR spectral data for the four stimulus conditions (Fig. 5) . A one way repeated measures analysis of variance (RMANOVA) revealed a significant main effect of stimulus condition on the mean harmonic spacing measured in the FFR [F (3,36) ¼ 240.28, p < 0.0001]. Bonferroni-adjusted multiple comparisons indicated no significant difference in the mean harmonic spacing in the FFR spectra obtained for the 4 ms delay IRNp and the 2 ms delay IRNn. Significant differences were noted for all other pairwise comparisons of mean harmonic spacing. These results suggest that the harmonic spacing of the FFR spectra matches the ENV and TFS information relevant to the differences in pitch elicited by IRNp and IRNn stimuli.
3.2. Differential sensitivity to waveform envelope and waveform temporal fine structure
FFRs representing waveform envelope (FFR ENV )
Grand averaged waveform segments (top panels), ACFs (middle panel) and spectra (bottom panel) representing neural phaselocking to ENV (FFR ENV ) of the IRNp (blue traces) and IRNn (red traces) stimuli for the two delays (2 ms, left panels; and 4 ms, right panels) are shown in Fig. 6 . The FFR ENV to IRNp (blue) and IRNn (red) show similar periodicity, and nearly identical ACFs and spectra for both delays, albeit the responses to IRNp are relatively more robust. For each delay, the ACF peaks (middle panel) for both IRNp and IRNn stimuli were identical with the first peak corresponding to the 2 ms, and 4 ms temporal regularity. Similarly, location of spectral peaks (bottom panel) were identical for the IRNp and IRNn with prominent peaks at 500 Hz for the 2 ms delay stimuli, and at 250 Hz for the 4 ms delay stimuli. These results are as expected since changing the gain from positive to negative for a fixed delay of an IRN stimulus does not change the envelope periodicity. These results suggest that the temporal pattern of activity reflected in the FFR ENV does preserve pitch relevant information for IRNp stimuli when it changes from 2 ms to 4 ms delay. However, given the nearly identical ACFs for IRNp and IRNn, it is not clear how this FFR ENV information alone could contribute to the pitch shift resulting from changing the IRN stimuli from positive to negative gain. 
FFRs representing waveform temporal fine structure (FFR TFS )
Shown in Fig. 7 are the grand averaged waveform segments (top panels), ACFs (middle panel) and spectra (bottom panel) representing neural phase-locking to TFS (FFR TFS ) for IRNp (blue traces) and IRNn (red traces) stimuli for the two delays (2 ms, left panels; and 4 ms, right panels). Unlike the FFR ENV data, FFR TFS data show clear differences in response waveforms, ACFs, and spectra for IRNp and IRNn stimuli that are consistent with the pitch shift produced by changing the gain of the IRN stimuli. FFR TFS waveforms show higher frequency periodicity for IRNp compared to IRNn. ACF data for IRNp show strongest peaks corresponding to 2 ms (500 Hz) and 4 ms (250 Hz), respectively. In contrast, the ACF peaks for IRNn (red traces) 2 ms, and 4 ms delay stimuli correspond to 4 ms, and 8 ms, respectively. These shifted ACF peaks correspond with the periods of the lowered pitches of 250 Hz (4 ms) and 125 Hz (8 ms) for the IRNn stimuli. For both stimuli, the FFR TFS spectrum for IRNp is characterized by spectral peaks at the F0 (500 Hz for the 2 ms delay, and 250 Hz for 4 ms delay) and its integer multiples. These peaks also correspond with the location(s) of the spectral peaks for the FFR ENV response described above. In contrast, the spectral peaks for FFR TFS response to IRNn (red traces) for the 2 ms delay condition are shifted down by 250 Hz, with the first peak at 250 Hz followed by peaks spaced apart by 500 Hz. Similarly, the peaks are downshifted for the 4 ms delay stimulus, with the first peak occurring at 125 Hz and the subsequent peaks with 250 Hz separation. These peaks correspond to the TFS peaks in the stimulus spectrum. It is clear from these findings that the spectral data in the original experiment show spectral peaks that reflect phase-locked activity to both envelope and TFS. Collectively, these results reinforce our view that FFR preserves both envelope and TFS information relevant to pitch. However, it is clear that pitch relevant phase-locked neural activity associated with lowering of the pitch percept for the IRNn stimuli is primarily represented in the FFR TFS and not the FFR ENV . However, in the case of single polarity stimuli it is likely that envelope and TFS information combine to represent pitch change.
Behavioral experiment
All 5 participants performed with 100% accuracy on the pitch matching task. For the 2 ms and the 4 ms IRNp stimuli, listeners matched their pitch to a 500 Hz and 250 Hz pure tone, respectively. However, for the 2 ms and the 4 ms IRNn stimuli, listeners matched the pitch of these stimuli to a 250 Hz and 125 Hz pure tone, respectively. All listeners matched IRNp with a 4 ms delay and IRNn with a 2 ms delay to a 250 Hz pure tone. These results are consistent with those reported by Yost (1996) , suggesting that information relevant to pitch shift with negative gain is contained in the temporal fine structure.
Discussion
The results of this study relate to the following main observations: (1) FFRs elicited by single onset polarity IRN stimuli with positive (IRNp) and negative gain (IRNn) reflects neural phaselocking to both waveform envelope and waveform TFS that likely contain pitch-relevant information. Differences in both ACF P1/P2 ratios, and harmonic spacing patterns of spectral components for IRNp and IRNn were consistent with the difference in pitch for these stimuli. (2) Separate analysis of neural phase-locking to waveform envelope (FFR ENV ), and waveform TFS (FFR TFS ) elicited by IRNp and IRNn stimuli clearly show that pitch-relevant information is indeed preserved in the distinct temporal pattern of neural activity reflected in both ACFs and response spectra. That is, both the ACF peak locations and the spectral patterns are consistent with the behaviorally observed pitch of both IRNp and IRNn stimuli. While the temporal pattern of phase-locking to the envelope likely preserves information relevant to pitch change due to changes in delay (2 ms vs 4 ms), only the temporal pattern of phase-locked neural activity to the TFS accounts for the behaviorally observed pitch and pitch lowering for all stimuli. (3) Taken together, these results suggest that the temporal pattern of neural activity underlying pitch encoding observed at the level of the auditory nerve appears to be available at the rostral brainstem level (FFR).
Neural encoding of pitch of IRN stimuli
Physiological studies on neural representation of pitch encoding of harmonic complexes in the auditory nerve (AN), cochlear nucleus (CN), and IC have primarily focused on the pitch relevant temporal information available in the pooled inter-spike interval distributions (ISIDs) (Palmer, 1990; Shofner, 1991 Shofner, , 1999 Rhode, 1995; Cariani and Delgutte, 1996a, b; Winter et al., 2003; Cedolin and Delgutte, 2005; Sayles and Winter 2008; Shackleton et al., 2009 ). This interval-based pitch representation has been able to provide a parsimonious account of neural encoding of pitch of a variety of complex sounds (Meddis and Hewitt, 1991; Cariani and Delgutte, 1996a; Cedolin and Delgutte, 2005) . More directly relevant to this study are the results Fig. 7 . Grand average FFR TFS waveform segments (top panels), ACFs (middle panel) and spectra (bottom panel) representing neural phase-locking to TFS for the 2 ms delay (left panels) and 4 ms delay (right panels) stimuli. IRNp is indicated by the blue tracing and IRNn by the red tracing; FFR indicates frequency following response; TFS, temporal fine structure; IRN, iterated rippled noise; p, positive gain; n, negative gain. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) of the autocorrelation analysis of primary-like cochlear nucleus unit responses to IRNp and IRNn stimuli (Shofner, 1999) which show ACF peaks at time lags corresponding to the pitch of these stimuli suggesting that the temporal pattern of responses of primary-like units driven by the waveform fine structure can account for the differences in pitch between these stimuli. In fact, current models that explain the pitch of iterated rippled noises are based on temporal processing of the waveform fine structure Yost, 1996 Yost, , 1997 Yost et al., 1996) . Our FFR results showing robust peaks at delays corresponding to the F0 in the autocorrelation functions for the IRNp and IRNn stimuli in our original experiment (where FFR reflects neural phase locking to both envelope and temporal fine-structure) and more clearly in the post hoc experiment (that allow separate examination of phase locking to envelope and temporal fine-structure) suggest that neural information relevant to pitch and pitch lowering is preserved in the temporal pattern of neural phase-locked activity generating the FFR. The observation of different ACF P1/P2 ratios for IRNp and IRNn stimuli in our original experiment data appears to suggest that neural phase-locking to ENV and TFS combine to represent pitch change by enhancing ACF peaks at the appropriate pitch period. In addition to the ACF data, Fourier analysis of the FFR data of the original experiment showed a clear difference in harmonic spacing in the spectra for IRNp and IRNn stimuli at both delays. Specifically, the harmonic spacing for the IRNn stimuli was one octave lower than the spacing for IRNp stimuli, again strongly suggesting that neural-phase locking to both envelope periodicity and TFS combine to represent pitch and pitch changes. Similar FFR changes in ACF P1/P2 ratio and spectral pattern corresponding to pitch shifts have been observed for doubling of pitch associated with ALT stimuli with unresolved harmonics (Krishnan and Plack, 2011) . However, the independent analysis of FFR ENV and TFS data in our post-hoc experiment is more consistent with previous results from Shofner (1999) that indicate that the envelope responses to IRNp and IRNn for a given delay are identical and therefore cannot index pitch change. Also, this fine-structure information is only available in the low frequency resolved channels (Shofner, 1999) . Thus, the results of the autocorrelation analysis and the Fourier analysis of the FFR data taken together, clearly suggest that the temporal pattern of neural activity relevant to perceptual halving of pitch is indeed preserved in the neural activity underlying the FFR. Furthermore, the similarity between the autocorrelation analyses in an auditory nerve model (observed by Krishnan and Pack, 2011) and at the level of the IC (FFR) appears to suggest that a temporal representation of pitch based on pooled neural ISIDs is still potentially available at the level of the rostral brainstem.
Scalp-recorded FFRs for stimulus frequencies above 100 Hz are thought be subcortical in origin and primarily from the rostral brainstem (Bidelman, 2018; Chandrasekaran and Kraus, 2010; Krishnan, 2007) . Also, it is highly unlikely that our responses are of cortical origin given that we used F0 values much higher than 100 Hz and our response latencies were between 8 and 10 ms. Source analysis of scalp-recorded FFRs (Bidelman, 2018) and extant single-unit literature provide no evidence of neural phase-locking in the primary auditory cortex above about 100 Hz, notwithstanding the MEG results to the contrary (Coffey et al., 2017) . Furthermore, the 8e10 ms latency for our FFRs makes it less likely that shorter latency components from more caudal structures (auditory nerve and cochlear nucleus) could be contributing appreciably to the FFRs described here (Bidelman, 2018; Sohmer et al., 1977) .
Differential sensitivity to envelope and fine structure: FFR ENV vs. FFR TFS
Separate analysis of neural phase-locking to waveform envelope (FFR ENV ), and waveform TFS (FFR TFS ) elicited by IRNp and IRNn stimuli in the post-hoc experiment clearly showed that pitchrelevant information is indeed preserved in the distinct temporal pattern of neural activity reflected in both ACFs and response spectra. That is, both the ACF peak locations and the spectral patterns are consistent with the behaviorally observed pitch of both IRNp, and IRNn stimuli. Furthermore, our FFR results showed that only the phase-locked activity generating the FFR TFS showed differences in both ACFs and spectra that were consistent with the changes in pitch associated with IRNp and IRNn stimuli. No differences in either ACF or spectra were observed for the FFR ENV phaselocked activity elicited by IRNp and IRNn stimuli. Several physiologic studies have evaluated the relative roles of waveform envelope (ENV) and waveform temporal fine structure (TFS) in the temporal encoding of pitch in the cochlear nucleus using iterated rippled noise (IRN) with positive (IRNp) and negative (IRNn) gain (Shofner, 1991 (Shofner, , 1999 Neuert et al., 2005; Verhey and Winter 2006; Sayles and Winter 2007) . Shofner (1991 Shofner ( , 1999 showed that the ACFs for IRNp and IRNn were identical for waveform ENV (with peak corresponding to the delay) but for TFS, IRNp showed a peak at the delay (similar to the envelope ACF) and IRNn showed a peak at twice the delay (Shofner, 1991 (Shofner, , 1999 Neuert et al., 2005) . Also, for IRNp, behavioral measures of pitch correspond to the reciprocal of the delay (Bilsen and Ritsma, 1970; Yost, 1996; Sayles and Winter 2008) , and for IRNn, pitch corresponds to 1/(2*d) Hz (Yost, 1996; Shofner, 1999) . Shofner (1999) , based on comparison of the neural autocorrelograms in response to IRNp and IRNn, concluded that the primary-like neurons in the cochlear nucleus reflecting responses to the waveform temporal fine-structure are more likely to preserve temporal information relevant to pitch whereas envelope related activity is preserved in chopper neurons more involved in encoding the envelope modulation. These findings have been corroborated by both Verhey and Winter (2006) , and Sayles and Winter (2007) . Our FFR results for envelope and TFS taken together are consistent with these physiologic findings for the primary-like units in the cochlear nucleus and suggests that distinct envelope and TFS information relevant to pitch is preserved in the temporal pattern of ensemble phase-locked neural activity at more rostral levels in the brainstem with pitch change primarily driven by temporal fine-structure representation. It is tempting to speculate that the results observed here for the FFR may also reflect neural activity from primary-like neurons in the IC. However, as the FFR represents phase-locked neural activity in a population of neural elements from more than a single generator in the brainstem, our measure does not allow us to identify specific types of neurons contributing to the observed differential temporal response patterns to IRNp and IRNn stimuli. To reiterate again, current models that explain pitch encoding of IRN stimuli rely on the temporal processing of waveform fine-structure information Yost, 1996; Yost et al., 1996) , the results of Shofner (1999) and our current FFR results suggests that the temporal pattern of neural activity encoding "pitch change" are primarily driven by the waveform fine-structure.
While representation of TFS is indeed critical for pitch, explanation emphasizing the role of TFS based on independent analysis of ENV and TFS cannot account completely for the results of our original experiment. The FFRs to single polarity stimuli elicits phase-locked neural activity to both ENV and TFS that are combined to produce the patterns of ACFs and harmonic spacing observed here. For example, phase-locking to the envelope and TFS of IRNp, 2 ms will show ACF peaks at 2, 4, 6, and 8 ms and spectral peaks at 500 and 1000 Hz when combined. In contrast, phaselocking to envelope of IRNn shows ACF peaks at 2, 4, 6, and 8 ms and spectral peaks at 500 and 1000 Hz (since changing to a negative gain should not affect the envelope-see Fig. 6 , panels B and C) but the phase-locking to TFS shows ACF peaks at 4, 8, and 12 ms with nulls at 2, 6, and 10 ms and spectral peaks at 250, 750, and 1250 Hz (see Fig. 7 panels B and C). Thus, if they are combined ACF peaks will be dominant at 4, 8 and 12 and spectral peaks will be seen at 250, 500, 750, 1000 and 1250 Hz corresponding to the pitch of 250 Hz for the IRNn, 2 ms. This is strikingly similar to the single polarity ACF and spectral data. The fact that it is the change in the TFS response that is primarily contributing to the resultant again reinforces the view that the TFS contributes more to the observed pitch change. Thus, in our ensemble response to single polarity phase-locking to both ENV and TFS contribute to represent pitch change associated with change from positive to negative gain in our IRN stimuli but that the TFS appears to play a greater role.
Relationship with behavioral measures of pitch
The behavioral pitch estimates for our IRNp (2 ms, and 4 ms delay) of 500 Hz, and 250 Hz, respectively, and the pitch estimates for our IRNn (2 ms, and 4 ms delay) of 250 Hz, and 125 Hz, respectively are consistent with previous psychophysical studies. In general, these psychophysical results have shown that the pitch of IRNn is an octave lower than the pitch of IRNp. FFR data from both experiments are essentially consistent with these behavioral estimates and could provide a robust neural correlate of the pitch percept elicited by IRNp and IRNn stimuli. This is particularly evident in the clearer results obtained from separate evaluation of the neural phase-locking to envelope and temporal fine-structure. Thus, the temporal pattern of neural activity reflected in the FFR, particularly the phase locked activity to the temporal finestructure, appears to preserve information relevant to the discrimination of the pitch difference between IRNp and IRNn stimuli.
Conclusions
Autocorrelation and spectral analysis of FFR to IRN stimuli taken together suggest that the temporal pattern of phase-locked neural activity among a population of neural elements in the rostral brainstem is able to account for both the pitch and its change for IRN stimuli with positive and negative gain. The temporal pattern of phase-locked activity, particularly to the temporal fine-structure of IRN stimulus waveform, is able to account for the one octave lowering of pitch associated with IRNp and IRNn stimuli. In addition, the similarity of the FFR ACFs to previously published cochlear nucleus primary unit responses to these stimuli suggests that the temporal encoding schemes observed at more caudal structures along the auditory neuraxis are still available at the midbrain level to extract pitch relevant information for IRN sounds.
Finally, the qualitative similarity between the FFR estimates of pitch and the behavioral estimates of pitch suggests that the phaselocked neural activity reflected in the scalp recorded FFR preserves sensory level pitch information that may contribute to the development of pitch percept. These results also suggest that the use of alternating polarity alone will not be optimal to evaluate neural representation of pitch since they represent phase-locking to only the envelope periodicity. We conclude that the scalp recorded FFR may provide for a noninvasive analytic tool to evaluate the relative contributions of envelope and temporal fine-structure in the neural representation of complex sounds in humans.
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